GAMECHANGERS
FROM SHAKESPEARE TO SINATRA, the moon has
found itself playing the unwitting foil in all kinds of human
dramas, but next year, it will be getting a much more literal

logistics company Astrobotic is selling payload space aboard
its lander to the highest bidders. Items slated for the journey
thus far range from the sentimental (wedding rings, family
photographs, a memory chip full of poems and artwork from
Oklahoma schoolchildren) to the macabre (pet hair, cremated
human remains). The hodgepodge will be accompanied by a

shotgun will be a pair of Mexican astronauts, whose fares are
Astrobotic CEO John Thornton says that with govern
ment superpowers out of the game, space travel will be open

Buy
Me
to
the
Moon
In one giant leap for buzz marketing, next year’s
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privately funded lunar landing will defray costs by

or FedEx to the moon, taking
packages from around the globe,”
he explains. “Our goal is to make
the moon accessible to the world,
and that involves intentionally
leaving it open for what the world
will want to do with the moon.”
That apparently also includes
shameless publicity stunts. The

sponsor of the moon Written by Frances Dodds
placement into the stratosphere with a scheme to dump a can
of its sports beverage on the lunar surface for all eternity.

the lid—so that when they grow up and become astronauts

APPS

DREAM
CATCHER

Shadow is an alarm clock app
for your phone that gently wakes
you up and asks you to describe
your dreams. Using speech-totext technology, the software then
catalogs the places, people and
things you’ve dreamt about and
adds them to its database. Think
of it like a Fitbit for your subconscious, tracking the steps you
take through the darkest corners of your mind. The endgame,
according to Shadow creator Hunter Lee Soik, is to build
a data set that will do for our collective psyche what Google
Maps has done for terra firma. “It’s something that people
often don’t even look at themselves,” says Soik. “We’re interested in turning the quantified self towards the understood self.”

inside with some moon water and quench the thirst of their
ambitions. (Of course, in space, no one can hear you scream.)
about exploration and eventual human settlement. “But
along the way,” he says, “there will also be the advertising
and marketing opportunities. We are not out to just put
a billboard up there; we want to make meaningful experi
ences for people.”
ferried into space in a 1" x 2" capsule, Astrobotic asks for

gotten the publicity steal of the century (case in point: we
just mentioned their brand twice).
The prospect of a moon littered with branded mouse pads
it at the moment; the laws of the lunar province are nascent.

on Apollo hardware or mess up existing assets up there. But

